What Do You Need to Ensure a Successful Transition to IoT?
As the business climate grows ever more competitive, industrial companies are looking to the Internet of
Things (IoT) to provide the business agility and operational efficiency that they need. Thanks to the latest
developments in IoT and M2M technology, companies can now get visibility and control over vital remote
infrastructure, so they can assess conditions accurately and optimize decision-making. With real-time alert
and response, they can reduce downtime, waste and lost business, while lowering maintenance costs. And
last but not least, through continuous data collection and analysis at every point in the operation, companies
can understand trends and plan for the future.
Alongside the tremendous opportunities, there are many challenges on the way to transitioning existing
businesses to IoT. Most companies have significant investments in older infrastructure that is not physically
connected to the network. Their employees are experts in their field, rather than in IoT and M2M
technologies. Companies need a simple, cost-effective solution that will transform their business without
overwhelming their current operations. That means:
Rapid, predictable deployment of complex projects: The entire project, from connecting the infrastructure to
the network to building the application, must be performed on time and on budget.
Highly robust and reliable connectivity with remote devices: Responsive network hardware and software that
can handle unexpected conditions in the field are essential for dispersed infrastructure.
Built-in support for a broad variety of devices: To leverage existing infrastructure investments, the IoT
platform must support many protocols and connect to many controllers.
Easy to build and use applications for visibility, monitoring and control: Companies need simple, intuitive
applications that can easily be customized, deployed and operated over mobile phones, web applications and
control rooms.
The right platform for growth: Before investing in an IoT platform, you must be confident that it will scale and
have the flexibility to accommodate new applications, equipment, and technological developments.

Connectivity, Visibility and Control with Bacsoft
The Bacsoft platform is an end-to-end solution for building and managing advanced IoT and M2M applications.
Using Bacsoft, companies can rapidly connect their legacy infrastructure to the Industrial Internet and build
applications to remotely monitor and control their operations.
Bacsoft reduces the complexity of IoT projects with a combination of robust and reliable remote connectivity,
simple and rapid application development, and scalable cloud services. The platform features:
•

•
•

M2M Communications: Bacsoft’s Smart Communications Controllers offer built-in support for a wide
variety of devices, interfaces and protocols. Designed to operate reliably under all kinds of conditions
including off-grid (battery operated), The Smart Controller is cost-effective and highly scalable for up
to thousands of devices.
IoT Cloud: The Bacsoft IoT Cloud handles all aspects of communications, application execution, data
storage, security and auditing in a high-availability environment.
Application Builder: Rapid development tools enable integrators and IT organizations to easily build
tailored IoT applications without coding - including rich dashboards, multi-channel alerts, and
complex logic, and deploy them for mobile devices, web browsers and control rooms.

Bacsoft’s proven technology dramatically reduces the complexity, risk and cost of IoT projects in industries
from water and agriculture, to electricity and telecom. This white paper introduces the capabilities of the
Bacsoft platform and how you can use them to deploy a broad range of IoT solutions.

Flexible, Reliable M2M Communications
The Bacsoft Smart Communications Controllers are a family of products designed to rapidly connect existing
infrastructure to the internet. Simple to deploy, The Smart Controllers can interface with any PLC, sensor or
proprietary device through standard interfaces such as Serial 232/485, Ethernet, digital, analog, PT100 and
relay output. Small and lightweight, The Smart Controllers are easily installed in difficult locations such as the
top of an electrical tower or alongside a floating water level sensor.
The Smart Controller provides bi-directional cellular communications over 2G networks and higher. Through
extensive experience with networks around the world, Bacsoft has developed technology to ensure reliable
M2M communications under all conditions. Each device manages the connectivity to the server and can adapt
to field conditions by initiating communications, automatically transitioning to offline logging mode if there is a
communications failure, performing self-recovery and more. A hardware-based external watchdog ensures
that the communications software is running properly at all times, and in case of an error, reboots the
controller. Since The Smart Controller solely transmits changes to measured parameters, it only requires low
communications bandwidth.
Bacsoft secures M2M communications with SSL 3.0 encryption, along with the option to install private, selfsigned certificates. To further increase security and eliminate the need for a fixed IP address, the controller
identifies and verifies the server during each connection. For areas where the power grid is either unavailable
or unreliable, the controller is available in low-power models that provide up to seven years of autonomous
operation.
The Bacsoft Smart Controller can be used to manage
virtually any device. It includes built-in support for
Modbus and Melsec and can be easily adapted to work
with any proprietary protocol, binary or ASCII. The Smart
Controller is a “smart” protocol master, but it can also
open another direct tunnel to the equipment to allow
connectivity between the field device and a remote site
for over-the-air maintenance and updates. Where
appropriate, one controller can manage a series of devices
through a serial RS485 interface or Ethernet, simplifying
deployment and eliminating multiple SIM cards.
When needed, a software version of The Bacsoft Smart
Controller can be deployed on devices that already have network connectivity, to enable them to
communicate directly with the Bacsoft IoT Cloud.
The Bacsoft Smart Communications Controller family includes 4 products:
•

Bacsoft 2G+ Smart Communications Controller: For legacy networks, operates on GPRS networks

•

Bacsoft 3G+ Smart Communications Controller: Advanced controller features a fast CPU, a large

•

amount of memory, and supports 3.5G worldwide.
Bacsoft GX Smart Communications Controller: Features two Ethernet ports, redundancy
communication ports, and supports all bands of 3.5G worldwide in addition to WiFi

•

Bacsoft LE Smart Communications Controller: Includes all of the features of Bacsoft 3G+ Smart

Communications Controller, as well as battery operation and low energy consumption for up
to 5-7 years in the field using a single battery. It also features GPS, movement sensors and IP68.

Bacsoft IoT Cloud
The Bacsoft IoT Cloud server provides all application and communication services in a multi-domain, scalable
and secure environment. The flexible platform can be deployed in a private cloud or in The Bacsoft IoT Cloud,
which features fully secure multi-tenant capabilities that can be used to segregate projects as well as
customers. Each deployment is scaled to support thousands of connected remote devices and users, and
features server redundancy and automatic field unit roaming between servers.
The IoT Cloud secures data in transit using a proprietary protocol with SSL 3.0 encryption. Runtime and
configuration data are stored in a flexible database implementation architecture that supports database
clustering. Access control is enforced with multiple levels of authorization per user. For auditing and
compliance, all system activities are logged including web access events, source IP, user alerts, device
connectivity and more.
To provide remote command and control, Bacsoft’s IoT Cloud communicates with devices in near real-time,
with no more than a 1-2 second delay, and executes complex business logic between remote devices and user
applications. It features an event-driven engine for alerting and device control, and manages two-way
communications between the Bacsoft Smart Controllers and The IoT Cloud. The alert management engine
supports multiple messaging and email service providers and can prioritize and respond to availability
problems in real time.
rd

Through a flexible set of APIs, the IoT Cloud supports integration with 3 party applications via SOAP and
ModbusTCP Slave and OPC Server functionality to support existing SCADA implementations.

Customizable Web and Mobile Applications
With the Bacsoft platform, it is very easy to create custom IoT applications. The platform includes out-of-thebox end-user applications for web and mobile. With the graphical Bacsoft Application Builder, you define the
dashboard widgets, reports and alerts using a no-code drag-and-drop interface.
The web application is designed for desktop and tablet use and includes colorful dashboards, tables, a
powerful report generator, and an alert manager that allows users with the right level of authorization to
change their event thresholds. The mobile application features native support for Android, IOS and Windows
phones, with a responsive design that suits multiple form factors.
The platform also supports integration with existing SCADA applications in the control room through standard
interfaces.

Design Your Own IoT Application with the Bacsoft Application Builder
The Bacsoft Application Builder is a rapid development environment that enables both integrators and IT
organizations to build customized IoT applications without coding. It includes the tools you need to customize
the web and mobile end-user applications, as well as a powerful console for configuring and managing remote
devices and communications.
A drag and drop interface makes it easy to create dashboards for different user roles and provide the business
intelligence they need to optimize your business. Some of the Application Builder features include:
• Widgets for charts and graphs, alarms and notifications. You can also import your own images. All you
need to do is assign a data point or an expression to the widget, and it is ready to use.
• Tables to display any data in the system
• Maps using Google Maps or any other GIS or mapping service provider
• Control over branding, including colors, fonts and logos
• Reports for in-app display or export

The Application Builder gives you full control over alerts, which can be displayed in the application or sent via a
messaging system or email. You can define who receives which alerts and when, including complex logic for
users who have offline time windows or infrequent system access.
With the Management Console, you can define, setup and configure every component of the IoT system,
including:
• Mobile operators and communications settings
• Users, groups and authorizations
• Smart Controllers and remote devices. Configuration templates enable you to rapidly manage
complex device groups.
The Bacsoft Management Console also enables you to perform remote maintenance over the air, including
software upgrades, diagnostics and troubleshooting for the remote communication controller units as well as
the customer’s remote PLCs.

Addressing the Unique Challenges of System Integrators
System integrators are playing a vital role in the rapid development of the Industrial Internet. In every sector,
businesses are seeking to connect their existing infrastructure and take advantage of the power of IoT to
reduce costs and increase business agility.
Connecting existing infrastructure to the Internet of Things is a complex challenge. Every manufacturer uses
different software and hardware and has unique requirements. Single-vendor M2M solutions lack the
required flexibility to bring all of the pieces together at most sites. Professional integrators are stepping into
th
the gap to provide the skills and expertise that are necessary in order to take 20 century equipment into the
new age.

Bacsoft offers a robust, end-to-end IoT Platform that connects all legacy equipment and - in the hands of an
integrator - provides an effective solution for every IoT and M2M project:
•
•

•
•

The Bacsoft Smart Communications Controllers support a very wide variety of PLCs and sensors for
rapid, cost-effective, plug-and-play connectivity even in off-grid locations.
The unified cloud platform handles all standard and proprietary data and protocols. With
customizable web and mobile apps and simple SCADA integration, Bacsoft enables you to seamlessly
integrate all equipment into one application.
Secure, multi-tenant architecture enables you to support as many customers and projects as needed.
Robust platform is market and vendor neutral, enabling you to develop solutions for every market,
while slashing time-to-market and development costs.

Conclusion
The Internet of Things offers an unprecedented opportunity for businesses to take control over their
operations. Companies can now connect distributed infrastructure to the cloud, and equip managers with web
and mobile apps so they can monitor and respond anytime and anywhere. The result is less downtime and
waste, optimized processes, and lower maintenance costs.
The Bacsoft IoT Platform is enabling businesses around the world to transform their existing operations and
benefit from the power of IoT. Bacsoft’s proprietary M2M technology instantly connects legacy devices and
gives IT teams and integrators the ability to rapidly deploy tailored applications grounded on a proven cloud
platform.
The Bacsoft advantage for customers:
•
•

Reliable, scalable remote connectivity based on proven hardware and software
Rapid time-to-market with a complete solution including plug-and-play connectivity, cloud services,
and rapid application-builder

•
•
•
•

Low total cost of ownership through simple deployment and management, low maintenance
Built-in integration with a wide variety of remote sensors, controllers and devices, both old and new
Enables any company to seamlessly leverage IoT based on existing infrastructure
Proven field results in the sectors of water, electricity, oil and gas, mining, agriculture

Learn more about Bacsoft at www.bacsoft.com or contact us at info@bacsoft.com.
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